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TESTING A MODEL OF DESTINATION IMAGE FORMATION: 

Application of Bayesian Relational Modeling and fsQCA 

 

ABSTRACT:  

This article introduces a unique exploitation of fsQCA combined with an advanced segmentation 

technique to examine destination image formation models. The employed approach identifies 

segments with higher willingness to visit a destination, associating with specific groups of 

attributes, which will be useful for positioning a specific tourism product. Specifically, this study 

explores how patterns of perceptual/cognitive images that consumers associate with three 

destinations differ across individuals by employing a Bayesian relational model and segment 

consumers according to their commonly shared association patterns. Subsequently, fsQCA 

considers the extracted segments as cases and investigates relations between their shared 

association patterns and their willingness to visit the destinations. The study further analyzes 

what information sources are accessed by a specific segment possessing specific images of the 

destinations by employing another Bayesian relational model. In this way, preferred 

communication channels for a specific target segment are identified.  

 

Keywords: Destination image formation, target marketing, product positioning, consumer 

segmentation, fsQCA, Bayesian relational modeling   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Tourists’ decision-making and destination choice process is closely connected to their familiarity 

to a destination (Baloglu, 2001; Campbell & Keller, 2003; Gartner, 1989), socio-psychological 

motivations to visit a destination (Jang & Liping, 2002; Prayag, Disegna, Cohen, & Yan, 2015), 

knowledge about both positive and negative product attributes formed and stored in a 

consumer’s memory structure (Alba and Marmorstein 1987; Woodside and Clokey 1974), and 

their image toward a destination (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999; Beerli & Martín, 2004; Dolnicar & 

Huybers, 2010; Echtner & Ritchie, 1991; Goodrich, 1978; Haahti, 1986; Kock, Josiassen, & 

Assaf, 2016; Mazanec & Strasser, 2007; A. G. Woodside & Lysonski, 1989). However, several 

recent studies pointed out a scarcity of studies regarding the image held by non-visitors (Cherifi, 

Smith, Maitland, & Stevenson, 2014) and “the evolution of the image at different phases of the 

journey: before, during and after the visit (Martín-Santana, Beerli-Palacio, & Nazzareno, 2017)”. 

In the modern society, tourism marketers are challenged to comprehend how consumers who 

may become their potential tourism customers perceive and learn about a destination through 

diverse information sources having been widely accessible. The learning about a destination 

takes place in diverse situations at various levels. For example, consumers may have memorized 

history of a destination that has been taught in a classroom or learned through movies, books or 

TV documentaries, while some tourist attractions and events taking place at a destination can be 

learned through social media, conversation with friends and family members, or tourism 

brochures and advertisements. On the other hand, consumers are constantly exposed to 

international news coverage about incidents happening at a place, country or region, which may 

influence negatively to their decision making on a destination choice. Moreover, prior 

experiences to visit a destination or its neighboring regions may have a substantial impact on 



their formation of destination image. This implies that understanding the formation process of 

destination image is crucial when tourism marketers develop an effective communication 

strategy to address a specific target segment or to cultivate new potential target segments. 

The previous studies suggested that the image formation is influenced by personal factors such as 

values, vacation experiences, motivations, personality, and socio-demographic characteristics  

(Baloglu & McCleary, 1999; Beerli & Martín, 2004) and stimulus factors such as primary 

experience, i.e. previous visit and intensity of visit (Beerli & Martin 2004) and type and amount 

of information sources (Baloglu & McCleary 1999). As consumers’ familiarity and images 

which consumers associate with a destination are closely connected, the previous studies 

reported that destination image(s) are formed at different levels depending on prior knowledge 

consumers have acquired through various information sources (Baloglu, 2001; Baloglu & 

McCleary, 1999; Beerli & Martín, 2004; Gartner, 1989). For example, Gartner (1989) classified 

information sources into two categories: organic image formation, also called as primary image 

formation, refers to a process where image is formed (or revised) internally through consumer’s 

actual visitation to a destination, while induced image formation, also referred to as secondary 

image formation, is a process where image is formed (or revised) when a consumer is exposed to, 

for example, commercial advertisements and induce knowledge about a destination. Such 

classification of image formation has, however, become even more complicated in the 

contemporary society, since the information technologies including social media enabled 

consumers to dynamically access diverse audio & visual information captured or lively Words of 

Mouth expressed by other tourists visiting a destination (Govers, Go, & Kumar, 2007). Thus, the 

understanding of the modern consumers’ image formation process has become even more 

imperative in order for tourism marketers to develop attractive digital communication strategies 



targeting a specific target segment. Understanding of how potential consumers’ image of 

neighboring or competitive destinations are formed and stored in connection to their willingness 

to visit them is also valuable for marketers to position and differentiate their tourism product 

against their competitors. Taking this into consideration, the present study sheds light on the 

relations between different modes of consumer behavioral intentions and their specific 

differences in destination image formations. Specifically, this study investigate how willingness 

to visit a specific destination expressed by groups of consumers and their specific 

cognitive/perceptual image of the destination are related, and compare them across several 

destinations. The study further examines what type of stimulus factors (information sources) are 

connected to the respective destination images held by different groups of consumers.  

Methodologically, numerous attempts to measure attributes of tourism products contributed to 

formalize models to measure formation of destination images and their influence on decision 

making (Kock, Josiassen, and Assaf 2016; Baloglu and McCleary 1999; Echtner and Ritchie 

1991; Gartner 1989; Goodrich 1978; Haahti 1986; Beerli and Martín 2004; Martín-Santana, 

Beerli-Palacio, and Nazzareno 2017; Mazanec and Strasser 2007; Dolnicar and Huybers 2010; 

Gartner 1994; Woodside and Lysonski 1989). However, majority of the existing studies 

deductively analyze causal effects of destination image on their willingness to visit a destination 

based either on the combination of factor analysis and regression analysis (e.g. Beerli and Martín 

2004), on the path modeling (e.g. Baloglu and McCleary 1999), or on the structural equation 

modeling (e.g. Kock et al. 2016). These deductive approaches typically address the entire dataset, 

and only a few of the previous studies have integrated the segmentation techniques such as the 

mixture model (Assaf, Oh, & Tsionas, 2015; Wedel & Kamakura, 2000) that enables to analyze 

relations between a small number of independent variables and a dependent variable. On the 



other hand, there are a handful of works that have addressed grouping of specific attributes (i.e. 

descriptive items of perceptual/cognitive images) a group of consumers (i.e. a segment) 

commonly associates with a specific destination and compared them across different groups and 

across different destinations (Dolnicar & Huybers, 2010; Mazanec & Strasser, 2007; Scott, 

Schewl, & Frederick, 1978). These segment-based analyses of specific association patterns of 

attributes are suitable to extract homogeneous segments that are sufficiently heterogeneous for 

small sample sizes by accommodating a large number of descriptor variables (Dolnicar et cl. 

2012). However, these existing works have not systematically addressed effects of the specific 

association patterns (conditions) on the willingness to visit a destination (outcome) for the 

extracted segments. If relations between such fine-grained association patterns shared by a group 

of consumers and their willingness to visit the respective destinations are identified, such 

segment-specific information becomes useful for marketers to select a potentially attractive 

target segment and to identify determinants that can be used by marketers to develop a 

distinctive positioning strategy of a specific tourism product against competitive destinations.  

Accordingly, the present study addresses this specific gap by combining an advanced 

nonparametric Bayesian relational modeling known as the Infinite Relational Model (IRM) 

(Kemp, Tenenbaum, Griffiths, Yamada, & Ueda, 2006; Schmidt & Mørup, 2013; Xu, Tresp, Yu, 

& Kriegel, 2006) with a fuzzy set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) (Ragin 1997; 

Ragin 2000, 2008, Thiem and Duşa 2013b, 2013a). This unique combination of IRM and fsQCA 

considers segments extracted by IRM as cases to be analyzed by fsQCA, thus is classified as a 

“case-based approach” (Woodside 2018). Using this framework in three steps, the present study 

respectively addresses three research questions:  



i) How are patterns of perceptual/cognitive images distinctively shared by groups of 

individuals for three arbitrarily selected destinations? And how do patterns of 

perceptual/cognitive images differ across the three different destinations and different 

groups of individuals?;  

ii) How are distinctive patterns of perceptual/cognitive images and willingness to visit a 

destination related for the three different destinations?; and  

iii) How are distinctive patterns of perceptual/cognitive images and information sources 

related? Do they differ across different groups of individuals who share distinctive 

patterns of images for the three respective destinations?  

These questions are addressed respectively by the following three explorative analytical steps. 

For the first research question, the study attempts to segment consumers according to patterns of 

attributes they associate with three arbitrarily selected destinations. The IRM-based segmentation 

algorithm enables to bicluster consumers and destination attributes simultaneously based on 

association patterns consumers share for the three destinations to be investigated (c.f. Glückstad 

et al. 2013; Glückstad et al. 2017; Kemp et al. 2006; Miller, Jordan, and Griffiths 2009; Mørup et 

al. 2010). The second research question is addressed by the fsQCA analysis that systematically 

interprets characteristics of the segments extracted in the first step. Specifically, considering the 

segments as cases, relations between conditions (the groups of destination attributes extracted in 

the first step) and outcome (degrees of willingness to visit destinations expressed by the 

respective segments) are examined by the fsQCA (Ragin 2000, 2008, Thiem and Duşa 2013b, 

2013a, Woodside 2013, 2018). For addressing the third research questions, the study applies 

another IRM-based algorithm that statistically examines patterns of latent structures per segment 

by biclustering information sources and destination attributes based on co-occurrence of these 



items selected by members of a specific segment (c.f. Glückstad, Schmidt, and Mørup 2017; 

Mørup et al. 2014). The algorithm extracts groups of information sources that are searched by 

majority of segment members who associated with specific groups of destination attributes.  

2. SURVEY DESIGN 

This investigation limits the context to three selected European destinations, Germany, France 

and Turkey. These three destinations have some variance in terms of their visibilities among 

various media and information sources. While all these destinations are known as tourist 

destinations, they had, at the time of the survey implementation, intense media coverage due to 

terror-related incidents in their respective destinations, which might have influenced consumers’ 

perception of these destinations. The quantitative data (n=521) was collected between December 

2016 and April 2017 via a Qualtrics-based survey platform integrated with Amazon’s Mturk 

registered in the US. The questionnaire consisted of three sections. For each of the three 

destinations, respondents were asked to complete the following: i) one multi-choice question 

about information sources accessed to learn about a destination based on Baloglu and McCleary 

(1999), including 12 choice items (information sources such as mass-media broadcasting news, 

TV programs/documentaries about the place, films or books where the place appears in the story, 

travel guides/travel magazines, friends & families etc.); ii) two multi-choice questions including 

in total 70 generic destination attributes that are verbally expressed in words describing about a 

destination in several dimensions, such as natural resources, tourist leisure and recreation, natural 

environment, culture, history and art, social environment, political and economic factors, and 

atmosphere of the place, extracted from Baloglu and McCleary (1999) and Beerli and Martín 

(2004) ; and iii) four questions on willingness to visit the destination such as “I intend to spend 

one of my next holidays in a destination” based on Kock et al. (2016) using a 7-point Likert scale. 



The multi-choice question format employed in ii) to measure images of a destination is 

methodologically inspired by de Deyne et al. (2008), Glückstad et al. (2013) Kemp et al. (2010), 

and Tenenbaum et al. (2011). 

3. STEP-ONE ANALYSIS 

3.1.The short summary of the IRM framework  

The foundation of the IRM-based biclustering algorithm employed in this study has its origin in 

the “blockmodel” (White, Boorman, & Breiger, 1976). White’s blockmodel revealed relational 

patterns existing among a set of variables that describe a set of people and therefore the principle 

have been widely used by sociologists in the social network analysis. The next generation of the 

blockmodel, or stochastic blockmodels (Anderson, Wasserman, & Faust, 1992; Wasserman & 

Anderson, 1987) advanced to a nonparametric Bayesian relational model known as IRM (Kemp 

et al. 2006; Mørup et al. 2010; Schmidt and Mørup 2013; Xu et al. 2006). The IRM framework’s 

underlying principle can be recognized as a family of mixture models widely employed in 

segmentation studies such as (Ter Hofstede, Steenkamp, & Wedel, 1999; Wedel & Kamakura, 

2000). As explained in Kemp et al. (2006), the uniqueness of the IRM is its capacity for flexible 

data analysis as compared to other biclustering models (e.g. Anderson, Wasserman, and Faust 

1992; Wasserman and Anderson 1987; Dolnicar et al. 2012). For example, the simultaneous 

partitioning of observations and variables is statistically supported by data sources about various 

contexts such as multiple destinations. Furthermore, the Bayesian inference mechanism 

employed to extract homogeneous segments that are sufficiently heterogeneous for small sample 

sizes (in the current observations: n=521) can accommodate a large number of descriptor 

variables (in the current study, 70 destination attributes). Moreover, the IRM automatically 

identifies the optimal number of clusters for both observations and variables, even in the case of 



small sample sizes, of which the final results are represented by posterior probability 

distributions of latent classes and supported by the Bayesian statistics.  

Based on the IRM-based biclustering procedure presented in Glückstad et al. (2013), matrices 

represented by 521 respondents and 70 generic attributes for three destinations are analyzed in 

parallel. The respective data matrices are constructed such that if a person associates a 

destination with an attribute, then a binary link (1) is established. If there is no association, a 

binary non-link (0) is established.  Thus,    
   

    indicates that a respondent   has association 

with an attribute   for a destination s. A central idea in Bayesian analysis is to treat both data and 

model parameters as probabilistic. The probabilistic model that underlies the IRM algorithm can 

thus be described in the form of a generative model, which defines a probability distribution of 

the observed data and the model parameters. The Bayesian generative model is defined based on 

Kemp et al. (2006) in below (Glückstad et al. 2013):  

      R         Clustering of first mode (521 respondents) 

      R         Clustering of second mode (70 attributes) 

   
   
  eta         

Link probabilities between each pair of clusters in first and 

second mode for each destination. 

   
   
  ernoulli  

  
   

   
   

   
   

Links between respondents and attributes for each 

destination. 

In the first- and second lines of the generative model, the prior distributions for the two 

clusterings are the stochastic process known as the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) (Pitman, 

2002) that defines a distribution over partitions of the 521 respondents and 70 attributes, 

respectively. The third line of the generative model defines the parameter    
   

 that specifies the 



link probability between cluster   in the first mode (respondents) and cluster   in the second 

mode (attributes) for a destination  . Thus, each respondent in cluster   has a link to each 

attribute in cluster   for destination   with probability    
   

. The link probabilities are given with 

a Beta prior distribution, where         is used to yield a non-informative uniform 

distribution. The final line of the generative model specifies that each link is observed 

independently with the given probabilities depending only on their cluster assignment. 

Ultimately, the model is used to identify the clusterings of the respondents and attributes, 

including the appropriate number of clusters that best fits the observed data. Details of the CRP 

is elaborated in Appendix 1, and a procedure for the Bayesian inference mechanism is further 

explained in Kemp et al. (2006), Mørup et al. (2010) and Schmidt and Mørup (2013).  

3.2.Results of the IRM analysis 

The IRM algorithm was run 10 times with 10000 iterations each to assure the quality of the 

extracted clusters. In order to evaluate the stability of the clustering performance across the 10 

runs, the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) scores, which indicate the similarity of clusters 

extracted, were computed for the first (i.e. respondents) and the second (i.e. generic destination 

attributes) modes. As the NMI scores were close to 1 (0.8547 and 0.9015 respectively), the 

clusters were deemed to be close to identical across the 10 runs. Thus, the scores shown in Table 

1 imply that the extracted clusters are reasonably stable for both modes. The IRM partitioned the 

521 respondents into 15.9 clusters and the 70 attributes into 22 clusters in average across the 10 

runs. Among these, the fifth run that partitioned 521 people into 16 segments and 70 generic 

attributes partitioned into 23 feature clusters was selected for further analysis, as it resulted in the 

highest likelihood solution. A procedure and results of further performance validations are 

elaborated in Appendix 2. 



(Table 1 comes here) 

 (Figure 1 comes here) 

In Figure 1, densities of the blue dots are observable in the respective intersections between a 

segment (a group of people) and a feature cluster (a group of generic destination attributes). For 

example, “Segment cluster 1 (S1)” and “Feature cluster 3 (F3)” intersect with higher density for 

Germany and France, but not for Turkey. On the other hand, the intersection between S1 and F4 

for Turkey has a relatively high density. This implies that most of the members in S1 associate 

with members of F3, i.e. attributes such as “festival”, “high quality of life (HQL)”, “good hotels 

& apartments”, “economically developed”, and “fun & enjoyable” for Germany and France, 

while they associate with members of F4, i.e. attributes such as “deserts”, “economically 

underdeveloped”, “high crime rate”, “underprivileged”, “poverty”, “stressful” and “unpleasant” 

for Turkey. Figure 1 also depicts average scores of one of the Willingness to Visit (W2V) scales 

in 7-levels Likert computed for S1-S16, that reveals several interesting patterns. For example, S1, 

S2 and S10 have a greater W2V France than a W2V Germany, while their W2V Turkey is low. 

On the other hand, S8’s W2V Germany is higher than that of France, while the W2V Turkey is 

also low. S4’s W2V Germany and France is equally high, but the W2V Turkey is low. In contrast, 

S3, S5, S6, S7 and S9 all have a relatively high W2V Turkey, France and Germany.  

3.3.Sub-conclusion 

The result of the step-one analysis answers the first research question: “How are patterns of 

perceptual/cognitive images distinctively shared by groups of individuals for three arbitrarily 

selected destinations? And how do patterns of perceptual/cognitive images differ across the three 

different destinations and different groups of individuals?” The IRM enabled to segment 

respondents according to shared distinctive patterns of associations differentiated across the three 



selected respective destinations and thereby demonstrated that shared patterns of attributes that 

consumers associate with the three selected destinations differ across groups of individuals. The 

manual inspection of the extracted segments displayed different levels of average willingness to 

visit the three destinations expressed by the respective segments. Such result would be useful for 

tourism marketers to identify a specific target segment and position their tourism product by 

differentiating against the competitor destinations, if more specific conditions (attribute groups 

associated with the destinations) that influence their willingness to visit the three destinations are 

systematically identified. 

4. STEP-TWO ANALYSIS 

4.1.Qualitative analysis of the segments employing the fuzzy set QCA (fsQCA) 

Although the manual inspection of the step-one analysis indicates some interesting patterns, a 

systematic evaluation of the extracted segments is helpful to clarify the ambiguous interpretation 

of the complex results. For this purpose, a set theoretic method called fsQCA (Ragin 2000) is 

employed. The fsQCA is a method enabling the analysis of asymmetric relationships between 

condition(s) combining independent variables and an outcome (a dependent variable). Whereas 

the widely applied regression analysis typically reports a level of symmetric relationship between 

independent variables and a dependent variable by evaluating a degree that cases are found along 

the main XY diagonal (Woodside 2018, p. 9), fsQCA reveals asymmetric relationships between 

them that are “not linear, and not well described by correlation coefficients (McClelland 1998, 

cited in Woodside 2013).” In the area of tourism research, fsQCA was applied e.g. by Hsu, 

Woodside, and Marshall (2013) for “testing configurational perspective of cultural influence” on 

tourist behaviors; by Ferguson, Megehee, and Woodside (2017) for testing configurations of 

cultural values on tipping prevalence; by Woodside, Li, and Muniz (2014) for analyzing country-



collectors’ motives and behaviors; by Olya and Gavilyan (2017) for developing and testing 

configurational models that predict resident’s support for tourism development; and by Olya and 

Akhshik (2018) for developing configurational models combining demographics, values, beliefs 

and norms and attitudes to predict visitors’ pro-environmental behavior intentions. While the 

existing works directly analyze observations (e.g. respondents) as cases, the current study 

implements the fsQCA analysis using the QCA package available in R (Thiem and Duşa 2013b) 

by defining combinations of feature clusters (F1-F23) as condition(s)       and one of the 

variables measuring “Willingness to Visit (W2V): It is likely that I would choose [destination] as 

my tourist destination” as an outcome     where         represent the extracted segments 

S1-S10
1
 as cases. For conducting the fsQCA analysis, eta (   values indicating a density of 

binary inputs (blue dots in Figure 1) between a segment (S1-S10) and a feature cluster (F1-F23) 

were calibrated to define degrees of membership in a (fuzzy) set by setting 0.9 as a threshold of 

full membership, 0.5 as a cross-over point and 0.1 as a threshold of full non-membership (Ragin 

2000; Thiem and Dusa 2013, 51-62)
2
. The seven-levels Likert scale of the dependent variable, 

W2V, was first recorded semantically as binary responses, “agree (5: somewhat agree, 6: agree 

and 7: strongly agree)” and “disagree (1: strongly disagree, 2: disagree, 3: somewhat disagree, 4: 

neither agree nor disagree)”, then the proportions of the “agree” responses per segment were 

further calibrated based on the same criteria used to calibrate the aforementioned eta values. 

Using these calibrated scores, the cross-over point (0.5) for each single condition (each feature 

cluster) and an outcome (W2V a destination) divided the 10 cases into four types of fuzzy sets: 

high X – low Y; high X – high Y; low X – high Y; and low X – low Y.   

                                                 
1
 Since S11-S16 consists of members fewer than five (3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), respectively, only S1-S10 are included in the 

analysis. 
2
 In order to avoid overlapping of a case on the cross-over point, the cross-over point for F15 in Germany and for 

F10 in France were adjusted to: cross-over point=0.49, and for F16 in France: cross-over point=0.51. 



(Figure 2 comes here) 

(Figure 3 comes here) 

Figure 2 overviews the calibrated membership scores of the respective cases for the single 

conditions (the respective feature clusters, F1-F23 are separately considered as an individual 

condition) and an outcome (W2V as well as negated W2V calculated as: w2v=1-W2V) for 

Germany, France and Turkey. Figure 2 also includes, at the bottom part of the respective columns 

for F1-F23, the four types of scores: “Necessity  onsistency
3
 (Nec. ons.)”, “Necessity Coverage 

(Nec.Cov.)”, “Negated  onsistency (Cons.Neg)”, and “Negated Coverage (Cov.Neg.)”. 

Nec.Cons.=                 evaluates to which degree the respective cases (S1-S10) are 

members of both a condition     and an outcome    in relation to their overall membership in 

    (Thiem and Dusa 2013a, 63). A high score in Nec.Cons. indicates that “the evidence is 

consistent with the hypothesis that    is necessary for    ” (Thiem and Dusa 2013b). Provided 

that the inclusion condition is satisfied, Nec.Cov.=                assesses “the frequency 

with which the outcome    occurs relative to    ” (Thiem & Duşa, 2013b). Figure 3 illustrates 

three different situations: i) Nec.Cons. is substantially lower than Nec.Cov. and therefore the 

cases are gathered in the areas of “Low X – High Y” and “Low X – Low Y” (left plot); ii) both 

Nec.Cons and Nec.Cov. are reasonably high so that the cases are distributed around “High X – 

High Y” and “Low X – Low Y” (middle plot); and iii) Nec.Cons. is higher than Nec.Cov. so that 

the cases are spread around “High X – High Y” and “High X – Low Y” (right plot). The left plot 

indicates that degrees of the condition (association of Germany with F5) is close to full non-

membership in the majority of the cases, while their degree of the outcome (positive W2V 

Germany) is around the cross-over points or closer to full membership. In other words, the left 

                                                 
3
 In Thiem & Dusa (2013) and the Q A package in R, the ”consistency” score is named as ”inclusion”. 



plot indicates that F5 (sandy beaches, overcrowding, traffic congestion, air and noise pollution) 

is not necessary and is a trivially sufficient condition for W2V Germany. In the middle plot in 

Figure 3, the majority of cases are positioned along the “X=Y” diagonal, meaning that degrees of 

membership to the condition F15 (wealth and beauty of landscape, exciting) and to W2V 

Germany are correlated as the Nec.Cons. score=0.73 for F15 is close to the recommended 

threshold 0.75 (Ragin 2006). Hence, the association with F15 can be considered as non-trivially 

necessary as well as sufficient condition for W2V Germany. Finally, the right plot in Figure 3 

indicates that the degrees of the condition F18 (museums, historical buildings, monuments) is 

close to full membership for the majority of the cases, however, the outcome (W2V Germany) 

does not occur relative to the condition F18 for many of the cases. Hence, while F18 is 

nontrivially necessary, it is not sufficient to explain the outcome. Setting a criterion of a 

condition that explains the outcome as “Nec.Cons. > 0.7, and Nec.Cov. > 0.7”, Figure 2 

highlighted F3, F12, F15, F16, F20 and F21 as conditions that explain the positive W2V 

Germany, and F3, F9, F14, F15, F16 and F21 as conditions for the positive W2V France. The 

selected feature clusters clearly indicate that feature clusters consisting of general attributes such 

as F3 (concerts, festival, HQL, economically developed, fun and enjoyable), F15 (beauty of 

landscape), F16 (attractiveness of the cities and towns) and F21 (interesting) are common for 

both Germany and France, while F12 (folklore, mountains) and F20 (hospitable and friendly 

people) are specific conditions for Germany, and F9 (expensive, fashionable, luxurious) and F14 

(shopping, night life) applies in particular for France.  

(Figure 4 comes here) 

Another uniqueness of the fsQCA method is the ability to inductively develop configurational 

models by testing all possible combinations of conditions (including negated conditions) that 



have effect on an outcome without the deductive pre-selection of the combinations. The 

“superSubset()” function in the Q A package in R enables users to set cut-off levels of 

consistency and coverage scores for both the necessity- and sufficiency analyses, and to suggest 

models (combination of conditions) that satisfy the criteria. Whereas the analysis of necessity 

identifies the unions of sets that are necessary conditions for an outcome, the analysis of 

sufficiency identifies configurational models that are of non-trivial sufficiency (Thiem and Duşa 

2013a, 2013b). Figure 4 overviews the models selected based on the sufficiency analysis for the 

outcomes explaining positive W2V Germany and France in the form of Venn diagrams. The 

“superSubset()” function shown in Figure 4 identified models
4
: “F3*f9 (associate with concerts, 

festival, HQL, economically developed, fun & enjoyable, but not with expensive, fashionable & 

luxurious)”, “F3*f7*f11*F16 (associate with the attributes of F3 plus attractiveness of cities & 

towns, but not with trekking, variety of flora & fauna, handicraft, religion & unusual ways of 

life)”, “F3*f7*F16*f23 (associate with the attributes of F3 and F16, but not with the attributes of 

f7 and risk of terror attacks)” and “F3*f8*F16*f23 (associate with the attributes of F3 and F6, 

but not with adventure, good weather, relaxing, risk of terror attacks)”, according to the cut-off 

criteria, Suf.Cons > 0.96 and Suf.Cov. > 0.75 for Germany; and “F3*f5 (associate with the 

attributes of F3, but not with sandy beaches, overcrowding, traffic congestion, air and noise 

pollution)”, “F3*f17 (associate with the attributes of F3, but not with exotic)”, “F3*f20 

(associate with the attributes of F3, but not with hospitable and friendly people)”, “f5*F15 

(associate with exciting, wealth & beauty of landscape, but not with sandy beaches, 

overcrowding, traffic congestion, air & noise pollution)” and “F9*F21*f23 (associate with 

expensive, fashionable & luxurious, interesting, but not with risk of terror attacks)”, according to 

the cut-off criteria Suf.Cons > 0.98 and Suf.Cov. > 0.63 for France. The Venn Diagrams in Figure 

                                                 
4
  The “*” marks expressed in the respective configuration models refer to the meaning “and”. 



4 display that three (S4, S8, S9) out of four (S4, S7, S8, S9), that are a membership of the 

positive W2V, are a membership of all four configurational models identified for Germany. On 

the other hand, two (S1, S5) out of six (S1, S4, S5, S6, S7, S9) that are having a membership of 

the positive W2V France are having a membership of all four configurational models shown in 

the Venn Diagram. S9 is explained by the three models but not by the model “F3*f20”; S4 is 

explained by the three models but not by the model “F9*F21*f23”, and S6 and S7 are explained 

by none of the models.  

(Figure 5 comes here) 

Figure 5 further depicts relationships between the negated W2V (w2v = 1-W2V) as outcome and 

configurational models selected based on the cut-off levels: Nec.Cons > 0.85 and Nec.Cov. > 

0.65 for France; Nec.Cons > 0.96 and Nec.Cov. > 0.9 for Turkey; and W2V-Negative > 0.5 for 

the negated W2V. The analysis of sufficiency in Figure 5 depicts that “f3*F23 (associate with 

risk of terror attacks, but not with the attributes of f3)”, “f6*F23 (associate with risk of terror 

attacks, but not with well-developed transport, political stability, cleanliness, place with good 

reputation)”, “f15*F22 (associate with language barriers, but not with exciting, wealth and 

beauty of landscape)” and “f15*F23 (associate with risk of terror attacks, but not with the 

attributes of f15)” are the configurational models that sufficiently explain the negative W2V 

(w2v) France indicated by S8. For Turkey, the analysis of sufficiency explicates that “F11 

(unusual way of life, religion)”, “F19 (political instability)”, “F22 (language barriers)”, and “F23 

(risk of terror attacks)” sufficiently explain the negative W2V (w2v) Turkey for S1, S4, S8, S9 

and S10. 

4.2.Sub-conclusion 



The analysis demonstrated that the fsQCA complemented the interpretation of the IRM analysis 

and addressed the second research question: How are distinctive patterns of perceptual/cognitive 

images and willingness to visit a destination related for the three different destinations? 

Specifically, the analysis of necessity identified individual attribute groups that influence the 

positive W2V Germany and France, respectively, in Figure 2. The selected feature clusters 

clearly indicate that those consisting of general attributes such as F3 (e.g. concert, festival, HQL), 

F15 (beauty of landscape), F16 (attractiveness of the cities and towns) and F21 (interesting) are 

common conditions for both Germany and France, while F12 (folklore, mountains) and F20 

(hospitable and friendly people) are specific conditions for Germany, and F9 (expensive, 

fashionable, luxurious) and F14 (shopping, night life) for France. Secondly, the analysis of 

sufficiency using “superSubset()” inductively identified distinctive configurational models to 

explain the positive W2V Germany and France as well as the negative W2V (w2v) France and 

Turkey, respectively, in Figures 4 and 5. Based on the analysis of the induced configurational 

models, some of the extracted segments are characterized in Table 2: 

(Table 2 comes here) 

Table 2 displays that S1, S4, S5, S8, S9 and S10 are segments of which modes of their 

Willingness to Visit (W2V or w2v) one or more of the destinations are explained by some of the 

configurational models. One interesting observation is that S1, S5 and S8 are negative (or non- 

positive) to either of the two neighboring destinations (France or Germany), while they are 

positive to the other destination. In particular, both S1 and S5 are positive to France and negative 

(or non-positive) to Germany. However, while S5 is explained by the all configurational models 

identified for Germany consisting of relatively positive attributes, S1 is not explained by any 

specific models consisting of relatively positive attributes associated with Germany, but only by 



the model “F3*f9 (associate with e.g. concerts, festival, enjoyable but not with expensive, 

fashionable & luxurious)”. A possible implication is that S1 might be a segment that seeks for 

hedonistic attributes (expensive, fashionable, luxury, concerts, festival, HQL, fun and enjoyable, 

expensive, fashionable and luxurious). I.e., while S1 can associate all these attributes (both F3 

and F9) with France, it can only identify F3 attributes but not F9 attributes with Germany. Thus 

its W2V Germany is not high enough. On the other hand, S8 is positive to Germany associating 

with all the models consisting of positive attributes. S8, however, is negative to France by 

specifically associating with “F23: risk of terror attacks” and “F22: language barriers” without 

positive attributes such as f3 (e.g. concerts, festival, HQL), f6 (e.g. well-developed transport), 

f15 (wealth of beauty landscape). The analysis explicitly identified segments that favor one of 

the two competing destinations (Germany and France) associated with specific patterns of 

perceptual/cognitive images. Accordingly, the third procedure below further addresses the third 

question: “How are distinctive patterns of perceptual/cognitive images and information sources 

related? Do they differ across different groups of individuals who share distinctive patterns of 

images for the three respective destinations?” by inspecting these two cases, S1 and S8. 

5. STEP-THREE ANALYSIS 

5.1.A short summary of the analytical method 

The purpose of the third step analysis is to visualize segment-specific patterns of destination 

attributes that respondents associated with the respective destinations and their relations to 

information sources that members of a specific segment (S1 and S8) accessed for acquiring 

knowledge about them. For the second step analysis, two types of matrices are created for S1 and 

S8, respectively, for the three respective destinations: i) a matrix consisting of members of a 

segment in one axis and 70 attributes in another axis; and a matrix consisting of members of a 



segment in one axis and 12 information sources in another axis. If a member of a segment 

associated an attribute with a destination, a link (1), otherwise a non-link (0) is established. In the 

same way, if a member accessed an information source to learn about a destination, a link (1), 

otherwise a non-link (0) is established. The third-step algorithm examines similarities of 

responses given by members of a segment between attributes and information sources according 

to the following combinations of matches:  

i) If a member establishes 0 links for both an attribute and an information source, a 0-0 

match is established; 

ii) If a member establishes 0 link for an attribute and 1 link for an information source, a 

0-1 match is established; 

iii) If a member establishes 1 link for an attribute and 0 link for an information source, a 

1-0 match is established; 

iv) If a member establishes 1 links for both an attribute and an information source, a 1-1 

match is established. 

These four types of matches are respectively represented as    ,    ,     and     between an 

attribute   in a matrix i), i.e.,   , and an information source   in a matrix ii), i.e.,   , as defined 

below: 

          

 
 
 
 
 
          

          

          

           
 
 
 
 

. 

For organizing the four types of matches          between all combinations of 70 attributes and 

12 information sources, four matrices each consisting of the count of matches between all 

combinations of attributes and information sources are created. These matrices are 



simultaneously analyzed by another IRM-based algorithm, a so-called multinominal IRM 

(mIRM) in Mørup et al. (2014). Similar to the first-step procedure, the mIRM biclusters 

attributes and information sources jointly based on the following generative process defined in 

below: 

          
   

    Clustering of first mode (70 attributes) 

          
   

   Clustering of second mode (12 information sources) 

             

Distribution over types of matches between each pair of 

clusters in first and second modes for the four types of 

matches 

               
  

   
   

          
Counts of matches between attributes and information sources 

for each matching combination. 

As is the first-step procedure,        in lines 1 and 2 of the generative model defines a 

distribution over partitions of the first mode (70 attributes) and the second mode (12 information 

sources);         in line 3 is a Dirichlet distribution over types of matches between each pair of 

clusters in first and second modes for the four types of matches, and           in line 4 is a 

multinomial distribution defining counts of matches between attributes and information sources 

for each matching combination. The model is used to identify groups of attributes and groups of 

information sources that are commonly selected (or deselected) by members of a specific 

segment. For further details about the inference mechanism see (Mørup et al. 2014). 

5.2.Results and discussion of the third procedure 

(Figure 6 comes here) 

(Figure 7 comes here) 



The right plot in Figure 6 depicts an output of 1-1 matches for Segment 1 (S1: n=100) sorted by 

the mIRM algorithm. The yellowish color indicates that a larger number of segment-members 

established 1-1 matches between a group of attributes and a group of information sources. The 

graphs demonstrate that the 1-1 matches for France were generally larger than those for Germany 

and Turkey. As the analyses in the previous steps demonstrated, S1 is the segment that is having 

a membership of the positive W2V France; a non-membership of the positive W2V Germany; 

and a membership of the negative W2V (w2v) Turkey. The three graphs at the left of Figure 6 

visualize that stronger links (strength > 0.3) between the group of attributes and the group of 

information sources for the three destinations, when strength of links are calculated as: strength = 

a number of matches / a number of members. The graphs clearly demonstrate that a larger 

number of members in S1 associated France with rather positive attributes (e.g. fashionable, 

luxury, good reputation, shopping, nightlife) acquired through not only autonomous sources 

(news & articles, TV programs & documentaries, movies & books etc.) but also organic sources 

(friends & families, social media), while associations to Turkey were rather negative and 

acquired mainly through autonomous sources. The graphs also illustrate that links between 

groups of information sources and groups of attributes associated with France are substantially 

stronger than those with Germany among the members of S1. Figure 7 visualizes links between 

attribute groups and information source groups for another segment, S8 (n=27). S8 is one of the 

unique segments that is having a membership in the positive W2V Germany; a membership to 

negative W2V (w2v) France; and a membership to negative W2V (w2v) Turkey, demonstrated 

in the step-two analysis. Figure 7 illustrates that S8’s association to France is rather negative 

such as “overcrowding, traffic congestion”, “risk of terrors” strongly linked with autonomous 

sources possibly connected to the terror attack that occurred just before the implementation of 



the survey. On the other hand, Figure 7 also illustrates that some members of S8 associated with 

rather positive and concrete attributes such as “HQL”, “folklore”, “mountains”, “beautiful 

landscape” etc. with Germany linked with autonomous information sources, but also with 

primary information sources (i.e. actual visit to Germany) that might have influenced the 

formation of affective associations e.g. “enjoyable” and “fun”. S8 also associated Turkey with 

both positive (hospitable & friendly people) and negative (political instability, risk of terror 

attacks, unpleasant) attributes linked with organic information sources. The above results address 

the third research question by clearly indicating that the strength of the links between 

respondents’ associations with the destinations and information sources (primary & secondary: 

autonomous/organic) they have accessed to learn about them are connected with their 

willingness to visit the respective destinations.  

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This study consisting of the three-steps procedure analyzed patterns of perceptual/cognitive 

images that consumers associate with three destinations and extracted segments according to 

their commonly shared association patterns. Subsequently, relations between their shared 

association patterns and their willingness to visit the three destinations were compared among 

the extracted segments as cases. Two of the extracted segments that indicated unique relations 

between their association patterns and willingness to visit the destinations were further inspected 

to expose relations between information sources accessed by members of the selected segments 

and specific descriptor variables they associated with the destinations. This section further 

summarizes the methodological contributions and managerial implications of the results obtained.  



Whereas some of the previous studies proposed theoretical models of destination image 

formation based either on the combination of factor analysis and regression analysis (e.g. Beerli 

and Martín 2004), on the path modeling (e.g. Baloglu and McCleary 1999), or on the structural 

equation modeling (e.g. Kock et al. 2016) of the entire dataset, the segment-based approach 

assumes that fine-details of relations are specific to segments, not universal to the entire dataset. 

Such details can be crucial for a practical implementation of a positioning strategy, a segment-

specific product development, and a segment-specific communication strategy. In this respect, 

the IRM is a powerful tool that enables one to analyze heterogeneity of a dataset and to extract 

homogeneous segments that distinguish relational patterns of descriptor variables between 

segments. A particular strength of the IRM is that it employs the Bayesian inference mechanism 

to handle high levels of dimensionality in the data; to automatically identify an appropriate 

relatively larger number of clusters that best fits the observed data; and to extract relatively large 

number of homogeneous segments that are optimally heterogeneous between segments even in 

the case of small sample sizes. In particular, for identifying a target market, the identification of 

homogeneous segments in a heterogeneous market is one of the important requirements in the 

contemporary markets where consumers value priorities are dynamically changing. The IRM is, 

in this respect, an ideal tool to capture such homogeneous segments from a heterogeneous data. 

However, these strengths can also be seen as its weaknesses because of the highly complex 

outcomes that might limit a user’s comprehension and interpretation of the findings. While the 

IRM framework enabled to reduce the complex dimensionality from 512x70 to 16x23 clusters in 

this study, the interpretation of the extracted clusters was still a challenge. In this respect, the 

unique integration of fsQCA introduced in the current work complemented the procedure by 

systematically analyzing distinctive relations between association patterns (conditions, i.e. 



groups of descriptor variables) and willingness to visit a destination (outcome) among the 

extracted segments as cases. As stressed by Woodside (2013; 2018), the major theory-

constructing practice employed in the tourism and marketing science is often based on a 

foundation of regression analysis that reports “the majority of cases are found in the main 

diagonal (Woodside 2018, p. 9)”, i.e. Y=X. However, the complexity tenet (Woodside, 2017) 

appreciates “all four associations occur: low X and high Y, high X and high Y, high X and low Y, 

and low X and low Y (Woodside 2018 p.11).” In the current analysis, the application of the 

fsQCA enabled the investigation of cases (segments) distributed in these four associations 

between feature clusters (conditions) and willingness to visit (outcome) the three respective 

destinations, which clarified fine-details of complex relations exposed by the IRM. The segments 

possessing unique characteristics were selected for further analysis employing the mIRM 

algorithm to discover segment-specific latent structures between two variables, i.e. destination 

attributes and information sources.  

From the managerial viewpoint, the analysis of this study has identified distinctive homogeneous 

segments whose preference of a destination clearly differ due to either positive or negative 

associations specific to the respective destinations as seen in the example of S1 (Positive to 

France but negative to Germany) and S8 (Positive to Germany but negative to France). By 

understanding what these segments expressing either negative or positive willingness to visit a 

specific destination associate with, tourism marketers can develop a specific positioning strategy 

to further promote the strength of a destination to a specific target segment or a damage-control 

strategy to recover negative association held by a specific type of segment. Moreover, the third-

step analysis illustrated that consumers’ association patterns and information sources they 

accessed are also related to their degree of willingness to visit a destination. Such findings 



enables marketers to identify effective information channels that are frequently accessed by a 

specific segment who has specific association patterns with a destination.  

From a theoretical viewpoint, a limitation of the current study is that it is focused only on the 

destination image formation model consisting of stimulus factors (information sources), 

perceptual/cognitive destination images and behavioral intensions (willingness to visit). In other 

words, personal factors such as psychological (values, personalities, motivations) and social 

(demographics) factors have not been a subject of our investigation. On the other hand, the 

results obtained from the current study implies that the segment-specific characteristics identified 

among some of the extracted segments such as S1 and S8 may be explained by personal factors 

such as values, personality and travel motivations, and social factors such as demographics 

(Baloglu and McCleary 1999; Beerli and Martin 2004). This implies that the obvious future 

research is to integrate such personal factors into the overall IRM-fsQCA analytical framework 

currently focusing only on the destination image formation model consisting of stimulus factors, 

perceptual/cognitive destination images and behavioral intensions.  
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Appendix 1: Brief explanation of the Chinese Restaurant Process employed in the Infinite 

Relational Model 

Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) (Pitman 2002) is named after an analogy of seating customers 

at tables in a restaurant: Imagine for example that the 521 respondents arrive, one at a time, as 

customers in a Chinese restaurant with no limitations on the number of available tables. The first 

customer sits at some table, and the next customer chooses either to sit at the same table (with 

probability        ), or to sit an empty table (with probability        ). Similarly, the 

remaining customers arrive one at a time, and the  ’th customer every time decides to sit either 

at one of the previously occupied tables (at the  ’th occupied table with probability       

  where   is the number of current occupants at table  ), or at an empty table (with probability 

       ). The final seating arrangement corresponds to a clustering of the customers, where 

the customers at each table constitute a cluster. Thus, the procedure defines a probability 

distribution over clusterings that has support on all possible partitions. Due to the construction of 

the seating probabilities, the stochastic process is exchangeable, which means that the order in 

which the customers arrive does not matter. The current study sets                and 

             . 

  



Appendix 2: Validation of the IRM biclustering performance 

To validate the model’s ability to account for the organization into links and non-links (i.e. 

whether there is a relation or not between respondents and attributes), 2.5 % of links and an 

equivalent number of non-links were left out during each run at random treating these as missing 

during inference. These entries were subsequently predicted by the inferred model structure and 

the predictive performance was quantified using the area under curve (AUC) of the receiver 

operator characteristic (see also Schmidt and Mørup 2013 for details). The average AUC for 10 

times run was 0.8328 (with standard deviation 0.0117) indicating a biclustering structure that 

provides substantial characterization of the organization of links and non-links at the group level.  

 

 



 
 

Figure 1: Results of the Step-one analysis 

 

 

Figure



 

Figure 2: Calibrated X (F1-F23) & Y (W2V) and their consistency & coverage scores  

 Calibration scores > 0.5, Nec.Cons. > 0.7 and Nec.Cov. >0.7 are highlighted.  

For the single variable analysis Nec.Cons. = Suf.Cov. and Nec.Cov. = Suf.Cons. 

 

 



 
Figure 3: Example of asymmetric relations between a single condition and an outcome 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Configuration Models (some of the highest fit scores) 

The plots are the configuration models identified by the analysis of sufficiency. cut-off levels 

were set as “incl.cut=0.96”, “cov.cut=0.75” for Germany; and “incl.cut=0.98”, 

“cov.cut=0.63” for France. 



 

 

Figure 5: Configuration Models (some of the highest fit scores) 

The plots are the configuration models identified by the analysis of sufficiency. cut-off levels 

were set as “incl.cut=0.95”, “cov.cut=0.55” for France; and “incl.cut=0.95”, 

“cov.cut=0.55” for Turkey. 



 
 

Figure 6: An example of the Step-two analysis (Segment 1) 
 

 



 
 

Figure 7: An example of the Step-two analysis (Segment 8) 



Table 1: Number of clusters extracted and NMI scores for the 10 times run  

Modes 

Average number of 

clusters generated 

over 10 runs 

NMI scores 

People 15.9 (0.99) 0.8547 (0.0122) 

attributes 22.0 (1.41) 0.9015 (0.0108) 

The numbers in (  ) are standard deviation across the 10 runs 

 

 

Table 2: Characteristics of S1-S10 induced from the fsQCA analysis 

 Willingness to visit (W2V) 

Negated W2V (w2v) 

Associated configurational models 

S1 >W2V France 

<W2V Germany 

>w2v Turkey 

All configurational models for positive France 

“F3*f9” for Germany 

All configurational models for negative Turkey 

S2 >w2v France 

>w2v Turkey 

Without any specific associations with France 

F23 (risk of terror attacks) 

S3 >w2v France 

>w2v Turkey 

Without any specific associations with France 

Without any specific association with Turkey 

S4 >W2V Germany 

>W2V France 

>w2v Turkey 

All configurational models for positive Germany 

“F3*f5”, “F3*f20”, “f5*F15” for positive France 

All configurational models for negative Turkey 

S5 >W2V France 

<W2V Germany 

>w2v Turkey 

All configurational models for positive France 

All configurational models for positive Germany 

Without any specific association with Turkey 

S6 >W2V France 

>w2v Turkey 

Without any specific association with France 

Without any specific association with Turkey 

S7 >W2V Germany 

>W2V France 

>w2v Turkey 

Without any specific association with Germany 

Without any specific association with France 

Without any specific association with Turkey 

S8 >W2V Germany 

>w2v France 

>w2v Turkey 

All configurational models for positive Germany 

All configurational models for negative France 

All configurational models for negative Turkey 

S9 >W2V Germany 

>W2V France 

>w2v Turkey 

All configurational models for positive Germany 

“F3*f5”, “F9*F21*f23” and “f5*F15” for France 

All configurational models for negative Turkey 

S10 >w2v Turkey All configurational models for negative Turkey 

 

Table
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Abstract 
This supplementary materials present data and computational programs used in the research article 
“Testing a Model of Destination Image Formation: Application of Bayesian Relational modeling and 
fsQCA” [1]. In this research article, three-steps of analyses were conducted for testing the dynamics 
of a destination image formation process. The first-step analysis employed a nonparametric Bayesian 
relational modeling known as the infinite relational modeling (IRM) [2] enabling to bi-cluster 
respondents and attributes simultaneously for multiple datasets in parallel. This enabled us to 
investigate how patterns of association with three specific destinations held by individuals are shared 
among a group of individuals (segment) and are distinguished across segments. The second analysis 
employed a fuzzy set qualitative analysis (fsQCA) [3] to examine relations between conditions (groups 
of attributes’ members of a segment associated with a destination) and an outcome (average 
willingness to visit the destination expressed by members of the segment). This way, the fsQCA 
enabled us to conduct a between-segment analysis comparing relations between various conditions 
and the outcome. Finally, the third analysis employed another IRM called multinomial IRM [4] to 
investigate how groups of individuals who hold distinctive association patterns with the three 
destinations have accessed to various information sources to learn about the respective destinations. 

 
The datasets and computational programs are accessible in the open data repository at  
https://data.dtu.dk/s/86626bb664f2e14dda52  DOI: 10.11583/DTU.9766649 
 

 
 



 

 

Raw Data used in this research article: “raw_data.xslx” accessible at DOI: 10.11583/DTU.9766649. 
 
Original raw data was collected based on an online survey. The survey was designed to analyse 
mental representations of three selected destinations, i.e., Germany, France and Turkey. The data 
(n=521) was collected during the period between December 2016 and April 2017 via a Qualtrics-
based survey platform integrated with Amazon’s MTurk registered in the US. The survey was 
designed to include one multi-choice question (12 items) about information sources a respondent 
accessed to learn about the respective destinations [5]; two multi-choice questions (in total 70 items) 
including 70 generic attributes a respondent associates with the respective destinations [4], and four 
questions on one’s willingness to visit the respective destinations measured by the seven-point Likert 
scale [6]. In addition, questions about respondents’ educational background and gender were 
included as demographic information. The dataset in “raw_data.xslx” is a filtered and structured 
version of the raw data collected from the online survey. The dataset consists of the three worksheets, 
respectively referring to Germany, France and Turkey. In each worksheet, rows represent 521 
respondents, columns B, G and H respectively represent respondent’s individual-ID, educational 
background (11=finished primary school; 12=finished secondary school; 13=enrolled at university; 
14=finished a bachelor’s degree; 15=finished a master’s degree or higher) and gender (1=female; 
2=male). The columns C-F correspond to the four questions on respondents’ willingness to visit a 
destinations (1=strongly disagree; 2=disagree; 3=somewhat disagree; 4=neither agree nor disagree; 
5=somewhat agree; 6=agree; 7=strongly agree); the columns I-T correspond to the 12 items on 
information sources to learn about a destination (1=selected; 0=not selected); and the columns U-CL 
correspond to the 70 generic attributes about a destination (1=selected; 0=not selected ).  
 
Experimental Design, Materials, and Methods 
 
The empirical experiment was designed according to the three-steps procedure. The first-step 
procedure employed a nonparametric Bayesian relational modelling known as the infinite relational 
modelling (IRM) [2] that enabled us to investigate how patterns of association with the three specific 
destinations held by individuals are shared among a group of individuals (segment) and are 
distinguished across segments. The second-step procedure employed a fuzzy set qualitative analysis 
(fsQCA) [3] that enabled us to analyse how conditions (groups of attributes members of a segment 
associate with) influence a specific outcome (average willingness to visit a destination expressed by 
the members of the segment). Finally, the third-step procedure employed another IRM called 
multinomial IRM [4] that enabled us to investigate how members of a segment who hold distinctive 
association patterns with the three destinations have accessed to various information sources to 
learn about the respective destinations. The raw data was first processed by the IRM program in the 
first-step procedure. The output of the first procedure was further processed and used as the input 
datasets for the subsequent procedures in the second- and the third steps.  
 
First-step procedure: 
 
The computational program (procedure1/IRM_Final_project_multi_M521.m), the dataset 
(procedure1/Mturk521.mat) and the output (procedure1/results/ mturk1_521_results_GMC.mat) for 
the first-step procedure are accessible at DOI: 10.11583/DTU.9766649.  



 

 

The first-step procedure employing the IRM investigates how patterns of association with the three 
specific destinations held by individuals are shared among a group of individuals (segment) and are 
distinguished across segments. The procedure uses a processed dataset “Mturk521.mat” that was 
created from the data registered in the columns B and U-CL of the three respective worksheets in 
“raw_data.xslx”.  
 
Algorithm behind the computational program: IRM_Final_project_multi_M521.m 
The foundation of the bi-clustering algorithm has its origin in the “blockmodel” [7] which reveals 
relational patterns existing among a set of variables that describe a set of people. The next generation 
of the blockmodel, or stochastic blockmodels [8] advanced to a nonparametric Bayesian relational 
model known as IRM [2][9][10][11]. The IRM-based bi-clustering procedure [9] analyses matrices 
represented by 521 respondents and 70 generic attributes for three destinations in parallel. The 
respective data matrices are constructed such that if a person associates a destination with an 
attribute, then a binary link (1) is established. If there is no association, a binary non-link (0) is 
established. Thus, 𝑅"#

(%) = 1	indicates that a respondent 𝑖 has association with an attribute 𝑗 for a 
destination s. A central idea in Bayesian analysis is to treat both data and model parameters as 
probabilistic. The probabilistic model that underlies the IRM algorithm can thus be described in the 
form of a generative model, which defines a probability distribution of the observed data and the 
model parameters. The Bayesian generative model employed [1] is defined in below based on [12]. 
 

𝒛(-)~CRP(α(-))  Clustering of first mode (521 respondents) 
𝒛(/)~CRP(α(/))  Clustering of second mode (70 attributes) 

η12
(%)~Beta(𝑎4, 𝑏4)  

Link probabilities between each pair of clusters in first and 
second modes for each destination. 

𝑅"#
(%)~Bernoulli(η

78
(9),7:

(;)
(%) )  Links between respondents and attributes for each 

destination. 
 
In the first and second lines of the generative model, the prior distributions for the two clusterings are 
the stochastic process known as the Chinese restaurant process (CRP) [13] that defines a distribution 
over partitions of the 521 respondents and 70 attributes, respectively. The third line of the generative 
model defines the parameter η12

(%) that specifies the link probability between cluster 𝑎 in the first mode 
(respondents) and cluster 𝑏  in the second mode (attributes) for a destination 𝑠 . Thus, each 
respondent in cluster 𝑎 has a link to each attribute in cluster 𝑏 for destination 𝑠 with probability η12

(%). 
The link probabilities are given with a beta prior distribution, where 𝑎4 = 𝑏4 = 1 is used to yield a non-
informative uniform distribution. The final line of the generative model specifies that each link is 
observed independently with the given probabilities depending only on its cluster assignment. 
Ultimately, the model is used to identify the clustering of the respondents and attributes, including 
the appropriate number of clusters that best fits the observed data.  
 
The Chinese restaurant process (CRP) [13] is named after an analogy of seating customers at tables 
in a restaurant: Imagine for example that the 521 respondents arrive, one at a time, as customers in 
a Chinese restaurant with no limitations on the number of available tables. The first customer sits at 
some table, and the next customer chooses either to sit at the same table (with probability 1 ÷ (1 +



 

 

α)), or to sit an empty table (with probability α ÷ (1 + α)). Similarly, the remaining customers arrive 
one at a time, and the 𝑛’th customer every time decides to sit either at one of the previously occupied 
tables (at the 𝑘’th occupied table with probability 𝑛A ÷ (𝑛 + α) where 𝑛A is the number of current 
occupants at table 𝑘 ), or at an empty table (with probability α ÷ (𝑛 + α) ). The final seating 
arrangement corresponds to a clustering of the customers, where the customers at each table 
constitute a cluster. Thus, the procedure defines a probability distribution over clusterings that has 
support on all possible partitions. Due to the construction of the seating probabilities, the stochastic 
process is exchangeable, which means that the order in which the customers arrive does not matter. 
The current study sets α(-) = log	(521) and α(/) = log	(70). A procedure for the Bayesian inference 
mechanism is further explained in [2], [9], [10].  
 
Validation of the IRM bi-clustering performance: 
To validate the model’s ability to account for the organization into links and non-links (i.e. whether 
there is a relation or not between respondents and attributes), 2.5 % of links and an equivalent 
number of non-links were left out during each run at random treating these as missing during 
inference. These entries were subsequently predicted by the inferred model structure and the 
predictive performance was quantified using the area under curve (AUC) of the receiver operator 
characteristic (see also [10] for details). The computational algorithm of AUC is included in the Matlab-
program “IRM_Final_project_multi_M521.m”. The average AUC for 10 times run was 0.8328 (with 
standard deviation 0.0117) indicating a bi-clustering structure that provides substantial 
characterization of the organization of links and non-links at the group level. In order to evaluate the 
stability of the clustering performance across the 10 runs, the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) 
scores, which indicate the similarity of clusters extracted, were computed for the first (i.e. 
respondents) and the second (i.e. generic destination attributes) modes. The Matlab program 
“procedure1/NMI_10_runs.m” enabled us to compute NMI scores of the output obtained from 
“IRM_Final_project_multi_M521.m”. “Table: Number of cluster extracted and NMI scores for the 10 
times run” in below presents the performance scores to evaluate the quality of the segments acquired 
by the IRM computations run 10 times. Here, when the segments produced by 10 runs are identical, 
the NMI score will result in 1.0. The IRM partitioned the 521 respondents into 15.9 clusters and the 
70 attributes into 22 clusters in average across the 10 runs. The output of the 10 runs are saved under 
“procedure1/results” at DOI: 10.11583/DTU.9766649. 
 
Table: Number of clusters extracted and NMI scores for the 10 times run  

Modes 
Average number of 
clusters generated 
over 10 runs 

NMI scores 

People 15.9 (0.99) 0.6641 (0.0181) 
Attributes 22.0 (1.41) 0.9316 (0.0072) 

The numbers in (  ) are standard deviation across the 10 runs 
 
The computational program “IRM_Final_project_multi_M521.m” processed the dataset 
“Mturk521.mat” and automatically sorted the 521 respondents and 70 attributes in parallel. In below, 
two figures are presented: “FigureP1_IRM_raw.tif” is the visualized version of “Mturk521.mat”, while 
the figure “FigureP1_IRM_analyzed.tif” presents the best performed solution 



 

 

“mturk1_521_results_GMC.mat“ that achieved the highest joint likelihood obtained from the ten-
times run. Both figures have been created by a Matlab program named as 
“IRM_Final_project_multi_M521.m” 

 
FigureP1_IRM_raw.tif: Each blue dot in the above three plots represents that a respondent (Y-axis) 

has selected an attribute (X-axis) associated with a specific destination. 
 

 
“FigureP1_IRM_analyzed.tif”: the 521 respondents (Y-axis) and 70 attributes (X-axis) were 

partitioned into 16 x 23 clusters. In order to interpret this figure, readers can use the below code 
that will extract a specific group of respondents and a specific group of attributes by inserting the 

respective cluster IDs. These clusters members correspond to “ID_sorted” and “features_sorted” in 
“mturk1_521_results_GMC. 



 

 

Matlab code for extract members of the clusters 
%respondent-mode 
k1=1 
ind1=find(Znames_sorted(k1,:)); 
ID_sorted(ind1)' 
 
%attribute-mode  
k2=1 
ind2=find(Zfeatures_sorted(k2,:)); 
features_sorted(ind2) 

 
 
The result of the best-performed analyses classified the 521 respondents into 16 segments whose 
assignments are saved as “ID_sorted” in “mturk1_521_results_GMC.mat”. These assigned cluster 
IDs were saved in the column A of “raw_data.xslx”, which enabled us to visualize the segment-
specific distributions of gender and educational backgrounds respectively displayed in 
“FigureP1a_segment_demo_gender.tif” and “FigureP1b_segment_demo_edu.tif” in below:  

 

 
“FigureP1a_segment_demo_gender.tif” 



 

 

 
“FigureP1b_segment_demo_edu.tif” 

 
 
Furthermore, the outputs listed in below were used as input data for the analyses in the subsequent 
analytical procedures:  

•  “features_sorted” in “mturk1_521_results_GMC.mat” was used as “attribute-cluster ID” that 
enabled us to extract groups of attributes used in the analyses in the second-step procedure 

• “eta_germany”, “eta_france”, “eta_turkey” in “mturk1_521_results_GMC.mat” were 
converted to “QCA_MEC521_DE.xlsx”, “QCA_MEC521_FR.xlsx” and 
“QCA_MEC521_TR.xlsx” used as the input datasets in the second-step procedure. 

 
Second-step procedure: 
 
The second-step procedure employed the fsQCA that enabled us to analyse how conditions (groups 
of attributes members of a segment associate with) influence a specific outcome (average willingness 
to visit a destination expressed by members of a segment). This procedure employed the input 
datasets: “QCA_MEC521_DE.xlsx”, “QCA_MEC521_FR.xlsx” and “QCA_MEC521_TR.xlsx” and the 
R-codes: “calibration_script_DE_final.R”, “calibration_script_FR_final.R” and 
“calibration_script_TR_final.R” that are saved in “Procedure2” folder downloadable at DOI: 
10.11583/DTU.9766649. 
 
The rows (C1-C10) in these input files represent the largest ten segments and the columns (F1-F23) 
represent the attribute clusters extracted from the first-step procedure employing the IRM. The 
scores are the eta-values (η) indicating the density of binary links (blue dots in 
“FigureP1_IRM_analyzed.tif”) between a segment (S1–S10) and a feature cluster (F1–F23) in the form 



 

 

of matrix. The respective feature clusters (F1-F23) are considered as condition variables in the fsQCA 
analysis. For an outcome variable, the seven-level Likert scale of W2V (willingness to visit) was first 
recorded semantically as binary responses, “agree” (scale 5, 6, 7) and “disagree” (scale 1, 2, 3, 4); 
then the proportion of “agree” responses per segment were considered as scores corresponding to 
the condition variables. These scores were calibrated with the codes “calibration_script_DE_final.R”, 
“calibration_script_FR_final.R” and “calibration_script_TR_final.R”, respectively for the three 
destinations. In these codes, the degrees of membership in a (fuzzy) set were defined according to 
thresholds: 0.9 for full membership, 0.5 for cross-over and 0.1 for full non-membership [3][14].  
 

 
“FigureP2_fsQCA_example.tif” 

 
“FigureP2_fsQCA_example.tif” presents an example of the fsQCA, which was acquired from the R-
code (Procedure2/calibration_script_DE_final.R) downloadable from DOI: 10.11583/DTU.9766649. 
The figure shows how ten cases (C1-C10) are located along the XY diagonal. The figure is useful to 
understand the meaning of the coverage and consistency scores. Specifically, the figure illustrates 
three different scenarios: i) Nec.Cons. is substantially lower than Nec.Cov. and therefore the cases 
are gathered in the areas of “Low X – High Y” and “Low X – Low Y” (left plot); ii) both Nec.Cons and 
Nec.Cov. are reasonably high so that the cases are distributed around “High X – High Y” and “Low X 
– Low Y” (middle plot); and iii) Nec.Cons. is higher than Nec.Cov. so that the cases are spread around 
“High X – High Y” and “High X – Low Y” (right plot). The left plot indicates that degrees of the condition 
(association of Germany with F5: crowded) is close to full non-membership in the majority of the 
cases, while their degree of the outcome (positive W2V Germany) is around the cross-over points or 
closer to full membership. In other words, the left plot indicates that F5 is not necessary and is a 
trivially sufficient condition for W2V Germany. In the middle plot, the majority of cases are positioned 
along the “X=Y” diagonal, meaning that degrees of membership to the condition F15 (scenery) and 
to W2V Germany are correlated as the Nec.Cons. score=0.73 for F15 is close to the recommended 



 

 

threshold 0.75 [2]. Hence, the association with F15 can be considered as non-trivially necessary as 
well as sufficient condition for W2V Germany. Finally, the right plot indicates that the degrees of the 
condition F18 (cultural) is close to full membership for the majority of the cases, however, the 
outcome (W2V Germany) does not occur relative to the condition F18 for many of the cases. This 
means that, although F18 is nontrivially necessary, it is not sufficient to explain the outcome. 
 
Third-step procedure: 
 
The third-step procedure employing the multinomial IRM investigated how groups of individuals who 
hold distinctive association patterns with the three destinations have accessed to various information 
sources to learn about these respective destinations. In order to conduct this analysis, the input 
datasets “Mturk1_MEC_S1.mat” and “Mturk1_MEC_S8.mat” were created from “raw_data.xslx”. 
Specifically,  “cluster ID” in the column A and the binary responses to the 12 items on information 
sources registered in the columns I-T were used to create “Sf”, “Sg” and “St” matrices in 
“Mturk1_MEC_S1.mat” and “Mturk1_MEC_S8.mat”; and “cluster ID” in the column A and the binary 
responses to the 70 generic attributes about a destination registered in the columns U-CL were used 
to create “Af”, “Ag” and “At” matrices in “Mturk1_MEC_S1.mat” and “Mturk1_MEC_S8.mat”. The 
datasets “Mturk1_MEC_S1.mat” and “Mturk1_MEC_S8.mat” were analysed by use of the 
multinominal IRM program (procedure3/ testMultinomialIRM.m downloadable from DOI: 
10.11583/DTU.9766649) that automatically generated figures named as “FigureP3_S1.tif” and 
“FigureP3_S8.tif”.  
 
Algorithm of the multinomial IRM: 
For the respective segments and for the three respective destinations, two types of the matrices were 
created: i) a matrix 𝑼 consisting of members of a segment in one axis and 70 attributes in another 
axis; and a matrix 𝑽 consisting of members of a segment in one axis and 12 information sources in 
another axis. The first matrix was organized in a way that, if a member of a segment associated an 
attribute with a destination, a link (1), otherwise a non-link (0) is established. In the same way, if a 
member accessed an information source to learn about a destination in the second matrix, a link (1), 
otherwise a non-link (0) is established. The third-step algorithm examines similarities of responses 
given by members of a segment between attributes and information sources according to the 
following combinations of matches:  
 

i) If a member establishes 0 links for both an attribute and an information source, a 0-0 
match is established; 

ii) If a member establishes 0 link for an attribute and 1 link for an information source, a 0-1 
match is established; 

iii) If a member establishes 1 link for an attribute and 0 link for an information source, a 1-0 
match is established; 

iv) If a member establishes 1 links for both an attribute and an information source, a 1-1 
match is established. 

 
These four types of matches are respectively represented as 𝑓44, 𝑓4-, 𝑓-4 and 𝑓-- between an attribute 
𝑖 in a matrix i), i.e., 𝒖", and an information source 𝑗 in a matrix ii), i.e., 𝒗#, as defined below: 



 

 

 𝒇O𝒖", 𝒗#P =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝑓44(𝒖", 𝒗#)
𝑓4-(𝒖", 𝒗#)
𝑓-4(𝒖", 𝒗#)
𝑓--(𝒖", 𝒗#)⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
. 

For organizing the four types of matches 𝒇(𝒖", 𝒗#) between all combinations of 70 attributes and 12 
information sources, four matrices each consisting of the count of matches between all combinations 
of attributes and information sources are created. These matrices are simultaneously analysed by 
another IRM-based algorithm, the so-called multinomial IRM (mIRM) described in [4]. Similar to the 
first-step procedure, the mIRM biclusters attributes and information sources jointly based on the 
following generative process defined below: 
 
𝒘(-)~𝐶𝑅𝑃O𝛽(-)P   Clustering of first mode (70 attributes) 

𝒘(/)~𝐶𝑅𝑃O𝛽(/)P  Clustering of second mode (12 information sources) 

𝜸]^~𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝜸4)  
Distribution over types of matches between each pair of 
clusters in first and second modes for the four types of 
matches 

𝒇(𝒖", 𝒗#)~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡(𝜸e8
(9),e:

(;), 𝑁"#)  Counts of matches between attributes and information 
sources for each matching combination. 

 
As in the first-step procedure, 𝐶𝑅𝑃(𝛽) in lines 1 and 2 of the generative model defines a distribution 
over partitions of the first mode (70 attributes) and the second mode (12 information sources); 𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝜸4) 
in line 3 is a Dirichlet distribution over types of matches between each pair of clusters in first and 
second modes for the four types of matches, and 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡(𝜸,𝑁) in line 4 is a multinomial distribution 
defining counts of matches between attributes and information sources for each matching 
combination where N is the number of persons in the considered segment. “FigureP3_S1.tif” and 
“FigureP3_S8.tif” display how 70 attributes and 12 information sources are sorted according to the 
multinominal IRM for the four combinations of the matches, i.e., “0-0”, “0-1”, “1-0” and “1-1” matches 
explained in the above. For further details about the inference mechanism see [4]. 
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